PS#10 Due Thursday, March 15 in class. Remember to start each question with a description of the
lens and method.
1) A bicycle is a beautiful thing to me! This question is largely addressed through the “bicycle
transmission” in Week 10. Please see the video again if you are so inclined. However, I will
address right here question H) What happens when you change the rear gear to twice the original
radius? This is downshifting by a factor of two. At that moment, there is no immediate change of
speed, so the rear wheel has the same rotational velocity. With twice the radius on the rear cog
(gear), the chain must move twice the speed to keep up with the rotating wheel. Because the
chain has the same tension on it (you are pushing with the same force on your feet), the power
supplied by the chain (P = F*v) is doubled. Because the chain tension acts on the rear wheel at
twice the radius, the chain’s torque on the rear wheel doubles, doubling the force to the earth’s
surface (and the force of the earth’s surface on the bike doubles). By doubling the force to the
rear wheel, the bike will accelerate, and you’ve doubled the power delivered to the rear wheel. In
order to move the chain twice as fast, you will need to spin your legs twice as fast, doubling your
power output if you are able to continue pushing with the same force on your legs: 𝑃 = 𝜏𝜔 =
𝐹𝑣. This is what we experience every day… if you are cruising at constant velocity on the freeway,
your engine is not putting out very much power. But then you want to pass someone. You
downshift to a lower gear (or your automatic transmission does that). The engine spins much
faster, which you can hear. The power to the wheels increases greatly and you accelerate
increasing the kinetic energy of your car. Same thing on a bicycle. Now can you answer the
questions:
2) Remember the flywheel from a previous problem set?

Below is a different way to find the answers using a dynamics approach and solving the
simultaneous equations. BUT at the very end, I show you how to solve it in just one line by just
saying that at this instant in time, the wheel is pivoting around the point of contact and finding the
torque = Fg(parallel)*r, and using the parallel axis theorem to find the moment of inertia of the wheel
about this point.

3) The classic “notorious ladder problem” Please see the dedicated video.

3) In class I give you two ways to find a coefficient of friction between the masses and the spinning
turntable: by measuring how far the disks move horizontally as they fall, and by measuring the
inclination when the disks slip. Please get the measurements in class and do both calculations and
see if you get reasonably close answers for the two different ways.
1) I slowly raised one side of the turn table increasing the slope of the inclined plane of the
surface. When the surface is inclined at an angle of about 37 degrees to the horizontal, the
mass slid off the inclined surface. I didn’t plan this, but it is nicely a 3-4-5 right triangle so we
can do a good FBD and decompose gravity into the parallel and perpendicular component. We
recognize this as a statics problem where
- the sum of the forces in the parallel direction yield: the force of friction = the parallel
component of gravity, and
- and the sum of the forces in the perpendicular direction yield: the normal force = the
perpendicular component of gravity.
- Hence, the normal force is (4/5)mg, and the parallel component of gravity is (3/5)mg.
In solving the parallel force, we find that the coefficient of friction is ¾.
2) Keeping the surface of the rotating table horizontal, I slowly increased the rotational velocity
with the mass at a radius of 0.18 m. At some point, the speed was great enough to cause the
mass to slide off the rotating surface with a tangential velocity. The mass fell about 1.08 m to
earth and I was able to measure that the mass landed 0.7 m away from where it left the
rotating surface.
This is a glorious combination of kinematics (projectile motion) and (circular) dynamics. It requires
two drawings, which I expect of you, but I am not supplying right now:
Using dynamics, make a good FBD and follow the protocol and you can see that the force of friction
is the only radial force, so you set it equal to mass*centripetal acceleration. This would provide us
with the coefficient of friction, except that we don’t know the speed… but we know how far it
moves horizontally when it falls, so we go to the kinematics lens.
Please show the parabolic trajectory as the coin falls from the edge of the spinning turntable. We
want the initial horizontal velocity = ∆x/∆t. ∆x = 0.7 m, but how about ∆t? This is revealed in the
vertical component because the coin is falling from rest (vertically speaking) and hits the ground. I
could use energy to find vfinal and then use vaverage = ½vfinal = ∆x/∆t. Or I could just use kinematics that
∆y = ½at2. You should find that it takes about 0.46 s to fall 1 m from rest, so the initial horizontal
speed is about 1.5 m/s.
Now we can go back to our circular dynamics lens and see that the centripetal acceleration at this
speed at a radius of 0.18 cm is about 12.6 m/s2, requiring a frictional force of m*12.6 m/s2. Knowing
the vertical acceleration = 0, the normal force = mg; yielding a coefficient of friction of 1.26.
Bummer… we expected the static coefficient of friction to be the same for both scenarios and this
discrepancy is outside of what I would have found to be reasonable uncertainty of our
measurements. However, we only did the experiment once and the value of speed was rather
unsure. I have a theory about where the error came from.

